Sentence reduction is one of approaches for text summarization that has been attracted many researchers and scholars of natural language processing field. In this paper, we present a method that generates sentence reduction and applying in Vietnamese text summarization using Bayesian Network model. Bayesian network model is used to find the best likelihood short sentence through compare difference of probability. Experimental results with 980 sentences, show that our method really effectively in generating sentence reduction that understandable, readable and exactly grammar.
Introduction
Today, most text summarization systems based on extracted sentences to generate a summary and we called extracted approach [9] , [12] , [13] , [14] . With this approach, the weight of sentence is calculated based on some features that we think it is important like: term frequency, sentence position, sentence length... And then, sentences will be sorted by its weight and extracted based on the rate (extraction rate). A text summary is including sentences that has maximum weight from the original text. With this approach, text summary will synthesis of the discrete sentences from original text, it can be:
Text summarization is seamlessly because of sentences are not linked by content in the text, specially, when the extraction rate is smaller, it will be greater discrete.
Text summarization is confusing sometimes it can be loosen important information in original text by some sentences that have been not extracted.
Therefore, we have chosen the sentence reduction approach for processing in sentence level, remove not important words in the sentence and generate new sentence and creating summary. Target text will overcome some disadvantages that have been analyzed above [5] , [6] , [7] . This paper present a Vietnamese sentence reduction method based on Bayesian network, each word in original text is considered as a node of the network. Reduced sentence is generated by find a path that is the shortest and greatest weight, we called it: the best likelihood path.
The next structure of this paper: In Section 2, is overview of related work, the methodology of sentence reduction based on Bayesian network method in section 3, Section 4 is the experimental results and finally is conclusion.
Related works
Almost related works focus in building lexical rules model or syntax parser tree. First Aho and Ullman using synchronous context free grammars (SCFGs) [21] . Wu in 1997 has proposed a method that included inversion transduction grammar [22] and some other relate research with CFG like head transducers by Alshawi, Bangalore and Douglas in 2000.
Knight and Marcu proposed a noisy channel of sentence compression. They use two components: P(y) is language model and P(x|y) is a channel model. P(x|y) capturing the probability of original sentence x and target compression y. After that, using decoding algorithm searches for maximizes of P(x)P(x|y). This channel model is a SCFG, parallel corpus is used to extracted rules, and weights estimated using maximum likelihood [9] .
With Vietnamese sentence reduction approach, most of the methods are applied from English method. However, the performance of this method is not high when applied to Vietnamese language. Because of single syllable language, In Vietnamese, words can not be determined based on space..... So that, they often use extraction approach for building Vietnamese text summarization systems, there are some method that use reduction approach but it is not high effectively.
Methodology of sentence reduction based on bayesian network

Bayesian Network
Bayesian networks is the one of probabilistic graphical models. When represent the uncertain knowledge can used graphical models. In Bayesian model, each node is a random variable, and the edges between the nodes represent prbalilistic dependencies among the corresponding random variables. This probabilistic can be computed from history data [2] .
If B is a Bayesian network B, so that B is an annotated acyclic graph and B represents a joint probability distribution over a set of random variables V. This network is defined:
B=<G, > In which:
G is directed acyclic graph whose nodes X 1 ,X 2 ,…,X n represents random variables, each variable Xi is independent of its non=descendants given its parents in G, denoted generically as i .
, denotes the set of parameters of the network. This set contains the parameter ) | (
for each realization of x i of X i conditioned on i , the set of parents of X i in G. So, B defines a unique joint probability distribution over V.
(1)
Methodology of sentence reduction based on bayesian network
Supposed that have a sentence S, each word w k in S was generated by w k-1 or can be generated by w k-2 w k-n . Then, we can build a improving Bayesian network that can find a reduced sentence based on probability of ngrams between word wk and word w k-n with
Need to find an initial state. Supposed that, the set of initial states with probability: Start -> w 1 = 0.6, Start -> w 2 =0.32, Start -> w 3 = 0.47, Start -> w 4 =0.56, Start -> w 5 =0.2, Start -> w 6 = 0.11.
So that, we choose w 1 is the initial state, so reduced sentence will be started by w 1 . Figure 1 illustrates the structure of Bayesian network with six words in sentence S. Word w 1 is considered the first likely node to the next words in sentence S. And word w 2 can be created a path to w 3 , w 4 , w 5 , w 6 . To overcome the computational complexity, in this proposed we use dynamic programming and don't need to compute n-grams probability over all node. For example, have probability as: w1 -> w2=0.3, w1 -> w3 = 0.6, w1-> w4 = 0.042, w1 -> w5= 0.002, w1 -> w6 =0. Choose one state that have maximum probabily. So that, w3 will be choosen and use path that contain w3. For ease of visualization, Bayesian networks is described as a tree as Figure 2 In this Bayesian network. Probability ability on the branch is calculated by n-grams. In this example, path from word w 1 to word w 2 has probability is 0.3. The first point of the sentence S is w 1 . From word w 1 sentence reduced by:
From w1 we have some likely paths to w2, w3, w4, w5, w6. Selecting the path is weighted the highest probability. For example in the figure 4 is w1-> w3 = 0.6 Save point in the highest path. For example w3 will be stored. From this point of highest path find some paths to the other words, choosing the most likelihood path. For example w3-> w4.
Continue to repeat the last word of the sentence S. Finish we have a sentence that has been reduced, and reduced sentence include four words w 1 w 3 w 5 w 6 . In figure 3 In this algorithm, we use some functions: Separate() is used separate words in sentence. Length() returns length of sentence N-grams use for calculating n-grams of word wi and word wj that learns from training data. Argmax() takes the largest value in the set N. Order() use for sorting words in the original sentences to generate reduced sentence.
Experimentals
There is not standard corpus for Vietnamese text summarization now. So that, in our experimental, we built corpus by manual. Documents in this corpus had been downloaded from websites's news as: http://thongtincongnghe.com, http://echip.com, http://vnexpress.net, http://vietnamnet.vn, http://tin247.com... Corpus's entitle is "information" and "technology". There are over 300 documents in it. We segmented from 300 documents into 16,117 sentences. After that, We use a Vietnamese text segmentation tool that use for word segmentation . We selected 814 sentences in the corpus for signed label.
There isn't a standard evaluation for Vietnamese sentence reduction methods. So that, we use the evaluation way by Knight and Marcu to compare our proposed (called SRBBN) with some other methods likes: Human, Syn.con (proposed by M.L Nguyen using syntax control) [9] .
Below is the results of compare between our proposed method with two other methods (in Table 1 ) 
Conclusion
This paper has proposed a novel method (we called SRBBN) to reducing Vietnamese sentence. The method based on Bayesian Network to find the best sentence reduction. We used a corpus of 16,117 sentences of Vietnamese text for training and test with 980 sentences shown that this method achieved acceptable results when compared with human. Sentences after reduced is satisfied user requirement, readable, understandable and well grammatically.
